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ABSTRACT: We report on a particular type of CdSe
nanocrystals (NCs) that exhibit a single optical absorption
doublet. The two peaks in the doublet are relatively sharp with a
full width half-maximum as narrow as 10 nm. The peak positions
vary with passivation ligands (at ∼426 and ∼453 nm for amine
ligand passivation and at ∼432 and ∼460 nm for carboxylate
ligand passivation). To date, it has been generally concluded that
these NCs have a two-dimension (2D) morphology with 1D
quantum conﬁnement. Here, we report that zero-dimension
(0D) NCs with 3D quantum conﬁnement can exhibit a very
similar static optical feature consisting of a sharp absorption doublet. We show that our as-prepared CdSe NCs (without further
puriﬁcation) were mainly 0D NCs, as observed when they were deposited on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids
directly from toluene or hexane dispersions. We further demonstrate that it was possible to alter this 0D morphology by using
dispersion additives and/or puriﬁcation solvents to result in the appearance of 2D NCs under TEM. Although the 0D and selfassembled 2D NCs displayed similar static optical features, the two morphologies behaved quite diﬀerently in polarized emission.
The 2D NCs exhibited detection angle dependent polarized emission, whereas the 0D NCs do not. Our ﬁndings indicate that a
well-like morphology can be induced by the presence of hexadecylamine (HDA) in the dispersion with sonication for aminepassivated 0D NCs or by the use of ethanol during puriﬁcation with dispersion storage for carboxylate-passivated 0D NCs. In this
way, it is possible to manipulate the NC morphology for a targeted application through the appropriate post-treatment. This
study highlights that more sophisticated theoretical studies are required to account for the experimental observations in which
both 0D NCs and their self-assembled 2D NC products display similar static optical features.

■

transitions.29−39 This type of NC is diﬀerent from the magicsize clusters (MSCs) that usually exhibit one sharp absorption
singlet, for which the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) is
signiﬁcantly narrower than that of conventional NCs.39−44 As a
result of their “magic” structures, which lead to low chemical
potentials, MSCs possess nearly negligible size variations. Thus,
there exists little spectral line broadening from inhomogeneous
eﬀects, and only homogeneous spectral line broadening

INTRODUCTION

Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) have attracted
considerable attention for both fundamental and technologyoriented research. They have shown great promise to
signiﬁcantly impact a number of applications including those
related to lasers,1−3 light-emitting diodes (LEDs),4−7 photovoltaics,8−10 and bioimaging and labeling.11−13 In recent years,
advances in synthesis have led to the development of zerodimension quantum dots (0D QDs),14−20 one-dimension (1D)
quantum wires or nanorods21−24 and two-dimension quantum
wells (2D QWs).25−28 In particular, one special type of NCs
has been synthesized that displays one sharp absorption
doublet which is composed of two well-resolved electronic
© XXXX American Chemical Society
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resulted in a similar disruption of the surface ligands of the
CdSe NCs. In turn, an increase of the surface energy could
cause the as-synthesized 0D NCs to form, by self-assembly, the
variety of the 2D QW structures reported. It is likely that the
nature of the precipitant strongly inﬂuences the resultant
morphologies. It is this hypothesis that is evaluated
experimentally in this work.
Here, we report that both 0D NCs and their self-assembled
2D NCs exhibited highly similar optical absorption doublets,
together with the eﬀects of HDA and of puriﬁcation with EtOH
on the TEM morphologies of the CdSe NCs passivated by
amine and carboxylate ligands, respectively. We show that
without puriﬁcation, our as-synthesized NCs in toluene or
hexane exhibit a sharp absorption doublet, and that they are 0D
nanostructures when imaged under TEM. For the 2D
structures observed under TEM, we demonstrate that they
can be resulted from post treatment including dispersion
sonication and storage prior to deposition onto TEM grids.
Polarized emission experiments demonstrated that the assynthesized 0D and puriﬁed 2D NCs (with EtOH instead of
CH3CN49−51) (passivated by carboxylate ligands) have diﬀerent structural anisotropy, consistent with our TEM results.
When the size of 0D NCs was calculated from the lowestenergy absorption peak position of the absorption doublet
using two empirical equations,52,53 we obtained about a 2 nm
size, which is in agreement with our TEM study. Thus, the
conclusion is supported that a 0D structure can also be
responsible for the observed absorption doublet. The 0D
structure can self-assemble into 2D structure. The work
presented here sheds light on how dispersion and puriﬁcation
inﬂuence the apparent TEM morphologies, which vary from 0D
NCs to 2D NCs. The control of such a process of
morphological changes provides a means to manipulate NC
morphologies through post-treatment methodology (including
solvents combined with sonication and storage) with the view
to target applications. In addition, the present study provides
evidence that we need more sophisticated theoretical models
for the optical properties, in which both 0D NCs and their selfassembled 2D products display similar static optical features but
diﬀerent detection angle dependence of polarized emission.

contributes to the optical line width observed for a MSC
ensemble.40−44
Among the NCs that exhibit one sharp absorption
doublet,29−39 CdSe NCs have been the most studied. The
fwhm in the literature for the emission of the CdSe NCs is
approximately 10 nm.29−31 This small value approaches the
limit of the homogeneous spectral line broadening associated
with a single CdSe 0D QD at room temperature.30,43,44 The
majority of the reports on these CdSe NCs contain direct
visualization by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), from
which it has been concluded that 2D NCs with 1D quantum
conﬁnement are responsible for the absorption feature
observed.29,31,35,36,38 The properties of the 2D QW structure,
such as optical gain performance, have been the subject of
much research.45−48 There has been, however, a variety of
TEM morphologies reported for these 2D structures, ranging
from nanoribbons29 and nanoplatelets31,35,38 to quantum
disks.36 As it is still not clear how to rationalize such a wide
variety of structures from the synthesis methods employed, it is
of importance that we understand more accurately and fully the
structure and morphology of these NCs exhibiting one sharp
absorption doublet. Extending this understanding is what we
endeavor to do in the present study.
Regarding the TEM visualization, several important eﬀects
have remained unexplained. For example, various solvents have
been used in both the process of sample puriﬁcation and TEM
grid preparation. Furthermore, before TEM grid preparation, a
varying degree of dispersion sonication or sample storage in
dispersion was generally performed. Not only did the solvents
used in these processes have an apparently uncontrolled
inﬂuence on what was seen in TEM visualization, but also the
dispersion sonication or storage time. Let us examine the
nanoribbon structure passivated by amine ligands, which was
the ﬁrst 2D QW reported based on TEM visualization.29 In this
case, prior to collecting optical absorption data and preparing a
TEM grid from which the morphology was determined, the assynthesized NCs were puriﬁed. The puriﬁcation was performed
with excess ethanol (EtOH) containing tri-n-octylphosphine
(TOP). The puriﬁed NCs were dispersed in a mixture of
chloroform (CHCl3) and hexadecylamine (HDA, with a
melting point of ∼44 °C) and sonicated. The study concluded
that the origin of the absorption spectrum were 2D
nanoribbons, which exhibited two distinct peaks at 423 and
449 nm.29 However, the eﬀect of HDA on the TEM
morphology was not reported, together with the sonication
performed.
Two further examples of reported 2D structures are the
nanoplatelets31,35,38 and quantum disks,36 both of which were
passivated by carboxylate ligands and displayed an absorption
doublet with peaks at ∼433 and ∼463 nm. There has been
some doubt that 2D QWs are the exclusive origin of this
absorption doublet, as similar absorption spectra have been
reported for unpuriﬁed NCs which were claimed to be
0D.30,32,37 The identiﬁcation of the 0D NCs was mainly
based on 2D diﬀusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY),32
although both dot-like and well-like NCs were seen under
TEM.30,32,37 One common theme is that the studies detecting
2D QW structures have employed short-chain alcohols, ethanol
(EtOH)31,35,36,38 or methanol (MeOH),30,32,37 as the precipitants in sample puriﬁcation. These short-chain alcohols have
been shown to be able to strip carboxylate ligands from CdSe
conventional NCs.49,50 It is, therefore, reasonable that the use
of the short-chain alcohols during puriﬁcation could have

RESULTS
Amine-Passivated CdSe NCs. The reaction of CdCl2
(1.50 mmol) and octylammonium selenocarbamate (4.50
mmol) in octylamine (OTA) at 70 °C was reported to result
in nanoribbon-based 2D QW structures.29 In order to verify the
role of HDA on the TEM morphology, we followed the
synthetic approach.29 Figure S1-1 shows that 0D NCs were
imaged from a hexane dispersion without sonication (Figures
S1-1 b1 and c1), whereas 2D structures were observed when
HDA was added in dispersion (Figures S1-1 b2−e2).
Given this result, we tried to modify the synthesis to achieve
a shorter reaction period with little Se precursor left. The
experimental conditions of the present and previous approaches
toward making amine-passivated CdSe NCs are summarized in
Table S1-1 in the Supporting Information. The primary
diﬀerences between the two approaches were in the feed
molar ratio of Cd to Se (3 to 1 versus 1 to 3) and the reaction
temperature (120 °C versus 70 °C). With the modiﬁed
approach, the reaction time was shortened to 90 min (from 360
min) and the Se precursor seemed to react completely. Thus,
no TOP was used during puriﬁcation.
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promoted the dispersity, with signiﬁcant increase of optical
density and approximately a 2 nm blue shift in the absorption.
We further performed puriﬁcation without the use of TOP.
To ensure the highest level of uniformity and consistency, we
ﬁxed the amount of a sample (10 or 15 μL) with 3.0 mL of
solvent across all measurements and post treatment. Upon
puriﬁcation, the absorption doublet was observed to slightly
blue shift (as demonstrated by Figures S1-3 and S1-4 blue
traces). Further dispersion sonication (Figures S1-3 and S1-4
red traces) resulted in additional blue shift of the absorption
doublet to ∼449 and ∼422 nm, together with an increase of
optical density. Our as-synthesized sample (10 μL) was puriﬁed
three times with the mixture of 2.0 mL Tol−1.0 mL EtOH. The
dispersions (3.0 mL) used for the measurements shown in
Figure S1-3 were Tol (left), Tol−OTA (middle), and Tol−
HDA (right), whereas those shown in Figure S1-4 were
CHCl3−OTA (left) and CHCl3−HDA (right). The absorption
doublet positions of the red spectra are almost identical to the
absorption doublet at 449 and 423 nm reported in ref 29.
Figures 1b−e present the TEM images of the NCs from our
modiﬁed approach. In each case, TEM grids were carefully
prepared from a single 10 μL of the as-synthesized sample
dispersed in 3.0 mL of solvent, either without (Figure 1b,c) or
with puriﬁcation (Figure 1d,e). More speciﬁcally, the grids for
the images in Figure 1b,c were prepared from the same hexane
dispersion before and after 30 min of sonication, respectively.
The grids imaged in Figure 1d,e were prepared from the same
dispersion of a mixture of 3.0 mL of CHCl3 with 0.010 g of
HDA before and after 30 min of sonication, respectively. The
composition of the mixture of CHCl3 and HDA was the same
as that previously used.29
Figure 1b would suggest that the as-synthesized NCs were
mainly 0D with an overall size of ∼2 nm. A relatively large NC
with a good degree of crystallinity can be seen in the inset. After
30 min of sonication, the majority structure was still 0D NCs as
can be witnessed in Figure 1c. However, some 2D wells were
also observed, as shown in the inset of Figure 1c. Additional
TEM images of this hexane dispersion without and with
sonication are shown in Figures S1-5a and S1-5b, respectively.
Interestingly, the puriﬁed sample without sonication would
appear to be dominated by 0D NCs (Figure 1d), but with some
wells also detected as shown in the inset. However, after a 30
min sonication, 2D wells were apparent as the majority
structure, the image (Figure 1e) of which bears a high
resemblance to those reported previously.29 The corresponding
absorption spectra are presented by the blue and red traces in
Figure S1-4 (right), respectively. Clearly, the 0D NCs (Figure
1b) and 2D NCs (Figure 1e) exhibit very similar optical
absorption doublets (Figures 1a and S1-4 right-red trace).
Additional TEM images of the puriﬁed NCs in the mixture of
CHCl3 and HDA can be found in Figure S1-6a (before
sonication) and Figure S1-6b (after 30 min of sonication).
To test further the primary amine eﬀect, we replaced HDA in
the CHCl3 dispersion with OTA (melting point around 0 °C).
In this case, the 0D structure was dominant, both before
(Figure S1-6c) and after 30 min of sonication (Figure S1-6d).
We also explored the eﬀect of amine in toluene and compared
it with CHCl3 dispersions. Figure S1-7 presents typical TEM
images of our puriﬁed NCs in ﬁve dispersions without
sonication and the following results were obtained.
For the toluene dispersion (Figure S1-7a), 0D NCs
dominated. When OTA was present in both the toluene
(Figure S1-7b) and CHCl3 (Figure S1-7c) dispersions, 0D NCs

Figure 1a presents the normalized absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of our as-synthesized CdSe NCs

Figure 1. (a) Normalized absorption (dashed line, left y axis) and
emission (solid line, excited at 350 nm, right y axis) spectra of our assynthesized CdSe NCs from our modiﬁed reaction batch with the
3Cd−1Se feed molar ratio and Se of 1.5 mmol in 15.0 mL of OTA.
The growth of the CdSe sample was at 120 °C for 90 min. The
bandgap absorption and emission of the as-synthesized CdSe NCs (10
μL) without puriﬁcation dispersed in 3.0 mL of toluene was at 453 and
457 nm, respectively. TEM images were from one as-synthesized
sample (10 μL unpuriﬁed) dispersed in 3.0 mL of hexane before (b)
and after a 30 min sonication (c), and from another 10 μL portion that
was puriﬁed three times (each with 3.0 mL of EtOH) and then
dispersed in 3.0 mL of CHCl3 with 0.010 g of HDA before (d) and
after a 30 min sonication (e). All the scale bars of the four TEM
images are 20 nm, whereas those of the insets are 2 nm (b), 10 nm (c)
and 20 nm (d). Image (e) seems similar to ref 29 Figures S1a and S3b.
0D structures were mainly seen from Dispersions b, c and d. 2D welllike structures were seen for Dispersions c and d, whereas dominated
for Dispersion e. Clearly, the presence of HDA (d and e) together with
sonication (c and e) favors the assembly of 0D NCs into 2D wells.

dispersed in toluene (Tol) (without sonication). The
absorption spectrum in Figure 1a exhibits a sharp and intense
absorption doublet with the ﬁrst and second excitonic
transitions at 453 and 426 nm, respectively. These two peak
positions are 3 to 4 nm red-shifted from the values of 449 and
423 nm, which were reported for the absorption doublet of the
puriﬁed CdSe NCs dispersed in a mixture of CHCl3 and HDA
with sonication.29 Due to the poor dispersity in toluene of the
unpuriﬁed CdSe NCs passivated by OTA ligands, a 30 min
sonication was performed. The absorption spectra before and
after sonication are as shown in Figure S1-2a. The sonication
C
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still dominated. On the other hand, with the presence of HDA
in the toluene (Figure S1-7d) and CHCl3 dispersions (Figure
S1-7e), both 0D and 2D NCs were observed, with 0D NCs
dominating for the toluene dispersion and 2D wells for the
CHCl3 dispersion. Table S1-2 summarizes the TEM grid
preparation conditions. From these observations, it seems
reasonable that the formation of the 2D QWs was promoted by
the presence of HDA together with dispersion sonication, via
the self-assembly of the amine-passivated 0D NCs whose
optical properties are shown in Figure 1a. Thus, it can be
understood that our TEM 2D morphology was shaped by the
use of HDA along with sonication, which enhanced the
colloidal dispersity of the CdSe NCs. The corresponding
absorption spectra of the Figure 1 TEM samples are shown in
Figure S1-8.
To evaluate further the eﬀect of dispersion solvents on the
structures imaged using TEM, we extended the synthesis from
amine-passivated CdSe NCs to Mn-doped CdSe NCs
passivated by the same amine ligands. We followed the reaction
that was reported to lead to Mn-doped CdSe 2D NCs.54 With
the reported feed molar ratio for Cd to Se of 1 to 3, our
reaction was performed at 100 °C (for 15 min) instead of at 70
°C. Following the presentation format of Figure 1, the resulting
optical spectra and TEM images that were collected are
presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2a illustrates the normalized absorption and PL
spectra collected from our puriﬁed Mn-doped CdSe NCs
dispersed in the CHCl3−HDA mixture and with a 30 min
sonication. The as-synthesized sample (10 μL) was puriﬁed
three times, each time with 3.0 mL of EtOH and ∼0.100 g of
TOP. A sharp absorption doublet at 447 and 421 nm was
detected, together with a PL peak at 604 nm. The colloidal
dispersity of the NCs seemed to be less than that of the
corresponding undoped NCs. Again, sonication improved the
dispersity of the puriﬁed doped NCs, as illustrated by Figure
S2-1 (left) which displays enhanced optical density. Figure S2-2
shows that the PL peak shifted little with the various excitation
wavelengths used (in the range from 350 to 450 nm). Figure
S2-3 presents the PL excitation (PLE) spectra collected at the
selected emission wavelengths in the range from 590 to 650
nm. From these observations, we conclude that the emission at
604 nm (Figure 2a) was from Mn2+ ions as dopants within the
CdSe NCs that exhibited the absorption doublet at 447 and
421 nm (Figure 2a). Thus, it appears the CdSe NCs were
successfully doped with Mn2+ ions at the reaction temperature
of 100 °C.
Similar to the undoped CdSe NCs (shown in Figure 1), 0D
structures were observed to dominate from the as-synthesized
Mn-doped CdSe NCs (without puriﬁcation) dispersed in
hexane. A typical TEM image is shown in Figure 2b, and its
inset demonstrates a good degree of crystallinity of the assynthesized 0D NCs. In addition, when the hexane dispersion
was sonicated for 30 min, 0D NCs still dominated, but with
apparently larger sizes. This could possibly be caused by a selfassembly process. In the case of the puriﬁed doped CdSe NCs
dispersed in the mixture of 3.0 mL of CHCl3 with 0.010 g of
HDA, the 0D NCs remained as the majority structure, as
shown in Figure 2d. However, after 30 min of sonication, the
2D wells became the majority structure as in Figure 2e. A close
examination of the TEM image suggests the center-to-center
distance between two nearest wells along the [112̅0] direction29
is ∼3.1 nm (shown in Figure S2-4). Interestingly, the wells
imaged here bear strong resemblance to those morphologies

Figure 2. (a) Normalized absorption (dashed line, left y axis) and
emission (solid line, excited at 350 nm, right y axis) spectra of our
puriﬁed Mn2+-doped CdSe NCs dispersed in a mixture of 3.0 mL of
CHCl3 and 0.010 g of HDA. The growth of the NCs was at 100 °C for
15 min. The TEM study was performed with unpuriﬁed NCs
dispersed in 3.0 mL of hexane before (b) and after 30 min of
sonication (c), and with puriﬁed NCs dispersed in the mixture of 3.0
mL of CHCl3 and 0.010 g of HDA before (d) and after 30 min of
sonication (e). All the scale bars in the TEM images are 20 and 2 nm
for the insets. Image e looks similar to ref 54 Figure 1c. 0D NCs
structures were mainly seen from the b to d images, and 2D well-like
structures in the e image. Again, the presence of HDA and sonication
favors the assembly of 0D NCs into 2D wells.

reported in a previous study.54 Additional TEM images
collected from these four TEM grids prepared from the two
dispersions can be found in Figure S2-5. Evidently, 0D and 2D
NCs were imaged from the hexane dispersion without
sonication (Figure S2-5a) and from the HDA dispersion with
sonication (Figure S2-5e), respectively. Again, the 0D NCs
(Figure 2b) and 2D NCs (Figure 2e) exhibit a highly similar
optical absorption doublet feature (Figures S2-1 (right) and
2a).
An understanding can be drawn that the well morphology of
the Mn-doped CdSe 2D NCs could also have been resulted
from the self-assembly of the 0D species, owing to the use of
HDA and sonication, as in the undoped CdSe 2D NCs. We
also tested the use of OTA and oleyamine (OLA, melting point
of 21 °C) in toluene dispersion (without sonication), to
compare with the result of HDA (Figure S2-6). The underlying
reason for the self-assembly observed more with HDA may be
related to its relatively high melting point (as compared to that
of OTA or OLA). The corresponding absorption spectra of the
Figure 2 TEM samples are shown in Figure S2-7. Table S2
D
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summarizes the preparation conditions of the TEM grids for
the doped CdSe NCs reported here.
Carboxylate-Ligand Passivated CdSe NCs. The ﬁrst two
reports describing CdSe NCs passivated with carboxylate
ligands instead of amine ligands appeared in 2008, both
exhibiting optical spectra with sharp absorption doublets
peaked at ∼463 and ∼433 nm.30,31 The absorption spectra
reported are very similar, whether collected from as-synthesized
CdSe samples without puriﬁcation,30 or from intensely puriﬁed
CdSe samples.31 The former report introduced a direct
synthetic approach in which the coproduction of conventional
QDs was eliminated.30 This approach started with excess
cadmium acetate, Cd(OAc)2, in the presence of a long-chain
carboxylic acid such as myristic acid (MA).30,32,37 The essence
of this direct approach was the use of low acid-to-Cd(OAc)2
and high Cd(OAc)2-to-Se feed molar ratios, which was
successfully applied to the synthesis of other NCs including
CdTe,33 CdTeSe,34 CdS,40 and Cd3P2.41 The latter report used
an indirect approach to obtain the NCs via the separation from
conventional NCs.31,37 The indirect approach used cadmium
myristate Cd(MA)2 as a Cd precursor; and an acetate salt such
as Cd(OAc)2 or Zn(OAc)2 was added at a temperature after
the nucleation and growth of conventional NCs had taken place
and thus the salt addition was after the induction period.55−57
EtOH was employed to separate and purify the CdSe NC
product, which exhibits one absorption doublet, from the
conventional NC coproduct in a reaction batch.31,37
We modiﬁed the direct approach previously reported to
synthesize these CdSe NCs.30 A detailed description of this
procedure for synthesis, which does not produce conventional
NCs simultaneously, is provided in the Supporting Information.
In essence, the modiﬁcation included the use of cadmium
myristate Cd(MA)2 as a Cd precursor, together with the
addition of acetic acid in the induction period (at 120 °C) prior
to nucleation/growth of conventional quantum dots.55−57
Figure 3a shows the absorption and PL spectra of the assynthesized CdSe NCs (without puriﬁcation) dispersed in
toluene. The CdSe NCs exhibit a sharp absorption doublet
peaked at 460 and 432 nm. When excited at 350 nm, the CdSe
NC dispersion exhibits a narrow band gap emission peaked at
465 nm with a fwhm of ∼10 nm. Here, the absorption
spectrum was collected without sonication. Unlike the aminepassivated NCs, the as-synthesized CdSe NCs passivated by
carboxylate ligands did not seem to improve appreciably their
dispersity after a 30 min sonication (Figure S3-1). The PL
excitation (PLE) study (Figure S3-1) indicated that the
bandgap emission was originated from the absorption doublet.
For TEM imaging, each of the grids was prepared from a
single 10 μL as-synthesized sample dispersed in 3.0 mL of
solvent, with the result of the unpuriﬁed samples shown in
Figure 3b−d and of the puriﬁed samples in Figure 3e−g. Before
the grids were prepared, the dispersions were typically kept for
only 1 min (b to e), except for those imaged in Figure 3f,g,
which were kept for half a day. Figure 3b−d demonstrate that
without puriﬁcation, the as-synthesized NCs in hexane (b),
CHCl3 (c) and toluene (d) are 0D with an overall diameter of
∼2 nm. The TEM image in Figure S3-2 shows that the 0D NCs
are well crystallized. Additional TEM images collected from the
unpuriﬁed NCs dispersions in CHCl3 and in toluene are shown
in Figure S3-3.
Figure 3e indicates that the puriﬁed CdSe NCs in toluene are
dominated by the 0D NCs. The as-synthesized sample (10 μL)
was puriﬁed three times, each time with 3.0 mL of toluene.

Figure 3. (a) Normalized absorption (dashed line, left y axis) and
emission (solid line, excited at 350 nm, right y axis), of our assynthesized CdSe sample (15 μL) without puriﬁcation and dispersed
in 3.0 mL of toluene. The sample was obtained from a reaction batch
heated at 220 °C after 15 min. This reaction consisted of Cd(MA)2
(0.60 mmol) and elemental Se powder (0.15 mmol) that were mixed
at room temperature in ODE, with the total weight of 4.000 g. When
the temperature of the reaction mixture was heated to 120 °C, 5.00
mmol HAc in 0.700 g of ODE was added. TEM images of our assynthesized CdSe NCs (10 μL), unpuriﬁed dispersed in 3.0 mL of
hexane (b), 3.0 mL of CHCl3 (c) and 3.0 mL of toluene (d), and
puriﬁed (3 times, each with 3.0 mL of toluene) dispersed in 3.0 mL of
toluene (e to g). The dispersions were kept for just 1 min (b to e) and
for half a day (f and g) before the corresponding TEM grids were
prepared. Image g looks similar to what reported in ref 62 Figure 8 and
ref 38 Figure 1c.

Interestingly, we observed that the storage period of a
dispersion prior to the deposition onto a TEM grid aﬀected
the morphology of the CdSe NCs imaged under TEM. When a
toluene dispersion was kept for half a day prior to TEM grid
preparation, 2D wells were observed to be the majority, as
shown in Figure 3f,g. Additional TEM images of the puriﬁed
CdSe NCs in toluene without and with increased storage time
can be found in Figure S3-4. While a dispersion is being stored,
it is reasonable that ligands are progressively lost from the
surface of the NCs, facilitating the self-assembly of 0D NCs
E
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Figure 4. TEM images of the puriﬁed CdSe NCs passivated by carboxylic ligands dispersed in toluene. The puriﬁcation was carried out (with 10 μL
as-synthesized sample amount) three times, each with the mixture of 2.0 mL of Tol and 1.0 mL of CH3CN (a and b), or with the mixture of 2.0 mL
of Tol and 1.0 mL of EtOH (c). The TEM grids were prepared within 1 min of dispersion (a and c) and after 4 days of dispersion (b). Image c1
seems to be similar to ref 54 Figure 1d.

Figure 5. PL intensity as a function of detection angle (oﬀset) for the CdSe NCs without (top traces) and with puriﬁcation (bottom traces)
dispersed in toluene (left) and in polymer matrix (right). The puriﬁcation was carried out with a mixture of 2Tol−1EtOH. The two polymer ﬁlms
were stretched.58,61 The dashed lines are just for eye guidance. A sinusoidal function ﬁtting suggests a polarization factor P of 0.183 (left bottom
trace) and of 0.142 (right bottom trace) for the puriﬁed samples. The polarization factor is deﬁned as P = (Imax − Imin)/(Imax + Imin).58

Importantly, the absorption and emission spectra of the assynthesized 0D NCs reported in Figure 3a are essentially the
same as those obtained after puriﬁcation with either CH3CN or
EtOH (Figure S4-2). The two puriﬁed samples in toluene, one
with 0D structures and the other with 2D structures, showed
similar band absorption doublets at ∼432 and ∼460 nm and PL
peaks at 464 nm. It is thus apparent that, for the carboxylic
ligand passivated CdSe NCs, the use of a protic agent such as
EtOH or MeOH during puriﬁcation could play a critical role in
the fact that 2D wells were observed instead of 0D NCs in the
TEM studies. It follows, therefore, that the 2D wells observed
by TEM, the direct synthesis of which had low acid to Cd and
high Cd-to-Se feed molar ratios, could have been due to the use
of the protic agent during puriﬁcation.30,32 Figure S4-3 shows
that the XRD patterns of the puriﬁed CdSe NCs without a
protic agent were diﬀerent from those with a protic agent
reported.30,36 Importantly, the supernatant and precipitant from
the puriﬁcation process exhibited the similar absorption doublet
feature (shown in Figure S4-4), indicating that the absorption
doublet should be attributed to the main, and not side, reaction
product.
It has been well established that the geometric anisotropy of
NCs can result in detection angle dependence of polarized PL
emission,58 similar to that of small molecules.59,60 Figure 5
shows our polarized PL emission results for our as-synthesized
and puriﬁed samples (with EtOH used in puriﬁcation) with 0D

into 2D wells. It is for this reason that we prepared our TEM
grids within a time as short as possible (just inside a minute),
unless otherwise speciﬁed. The corresponding absorption
spectra of the Figure 3 TEM samples are shown in Figure
S3-5.
To study further the eﬀect of puriﬁcation on the TEM
morphologies of the CdSe NCs, we used an aprotic agent
(CH3CN), to substitute the conventional protic EtOH.31,35,36
When CH3CN was used to precipitate CdSe NCs from their
toluene dispersion, the puriﬁed NCs are 0D NCs (Figure
4a1,a2). This is probably because CH3CN did not result in an
apparent loss of the carboxylate ligands from the NC products
during puriﬁcation.49−51 On the other hand, when a TEM grid
was prepared 4 days later from the same toluene dispersion
(Figure 4b1,b2), both 0D and 2D NCs were observed with the
0D NCs being the majority. It appears that the much longer
dispersion storage time resulted in some self-assembly of the
0D NCs, similar to that shown in Figure 3f,g. Additional TEM
images taken from the grid used for Figure 4b can be found in
Figure S4-1a. When the protic agent (EtOH) was used, 2D
wells were observed to dominate (Figure 4c), even after a short
period of dispersion storage. Figure 4c1 demonstrates a good
degree of crystallinity of the 2D wells. Additional TEM images
obtained from the grid imaged for Figure 4c are available in
Figure S4-1b.
F
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Figure 6. Two calculations with the parabolic model (the dashed gray curve, used in ref 31) and the multiband eﬀective-mass approximation model
(the dotted gray curve, used in ref 35) were performed for the 2D QW (a) and extended for the 0D NC (b), for the bandgap absorption peak (eV)
vs the thickness (a) and the diameter (b), respectively. Also, the empirical equations for CdSe quantum dots reported in 2003 (the green curve, ref
52) and in 2009 (the dark red curve, ref 53) are plotted (b). For those platelets with the sharp absorption doublets at 392, 463, 512, and 551 nm, the
thicknesses calculated in term of monolayers are indicated together with the solid triangles and squares, respectively. The thicknesses detected by
TEM reported in ref 38 are denoted together with the solid stars and the open stars are data points derived from the result in ref 38. For the 0D NCs
exhibiting the sharp absorption doublet at ∼463 nm, the size is signiﬁed with the red ball, which is in much better agreement with the two empirical
equations than with the two models.31,35,52,53

NCs exhibiting sharp absorption doublets.29−39,54,64 To
understand the origin of the sharp absorption doublet, further
sophistication in theoretical modeling is probably required. The
uncertainty (for example in dealing with 0D and 2D NCs with
strong quantum conﬁnement along with some degree of
anisotropic nature) is most likely the cause of the signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between theory and experiment, and among
theories.

and 2D structures passivated by carboxylate ligands, respectively. The measurements were carried out with both toluene
dispersions (Figure 5, left) and polymeric ﬁlms (Figure 5,
right). While the polarized PL emission of the as-synthesized
0D sample (top traces) appeared relatively independent of the
detection angle, there was a sinusoidal variation of intensity
with the detection angle for the polarized PL emission for the
2D sample puriﬁed with EtOH (bottom traces). Such an
observation is quite similar to the data reported for CdSe
nanorods,58 and CH3NH3PbBr3 nanodots and nanoplatelets.61
Thus, Figure 5 demonstrates that the as-synthesized and EtOHpuriﬁed CdSe NCs have diﬀerent structural anisotropy, in
agreement with our TEM results (shown by Figures 3 and 4).
Additional polarized emission data for carboxylate ligand
passivated CdSe NCs (puriﬁed with CH3CN and EtOH) are
shown in Figure S5-1. When the puriﬁed sample was stored for
a much longer period (such as 5 days), the variation with the
detection angle dependence of the polarized emission became
more marked. The result shown in Figure S5-1 supports our
hypothesis that storage time (before the preparation of TEM
grids) promotes geometric anisotropy. In our previous TEM
study,30,32 where these eﬀects were not considered, the use of a
short-chain alcohol played a critical role in the formation and
visualization of 2D wells in addition to 0D NCs; furthermore,
the unintentional storage of a dispersion was probably also a
contributing factor to the formation of 2D wells. A selfassembly may take place in dispersion and during drying (along
with the concentration increase caused by evaporation such as
TEM grid preparation);62,63 for the present study, we focus
only on the former situation.
It is curious that the 0D NCs with 3D quantum conﬁnement
and assembled 2D wells with 1D quantum conﬁnement exhibit
similar static optical features, notably in their absorption and
emission spectra. Meanwhile, their polarized emission features
diﬀerent detection angle dependence. It is noteworthy that
other 0D NCs and their assembled 2D NCs were also reported
to exhibit similar bandgap regarding absorption and emission
peak positions monitored, such as for colloidal halide
perovskites,61 CdTe,25 and PbS.26 Interestingly, there appears
to be a large experimental window in which we can synthesize

DISCUSSION
We would like to address related theoretical studies published.
In the case of the carboxylic-ligand passivated CdSe NCs that
exhibit a sharp absorption doublet at ∼460 and ∼432 nm, the
thickness of the nanoplatelets was previously calculated to be
six monolayers (MLs) with the parabolic model,31 and ﬁve
monolayers with the multiband eﬀective-mass approximation
model.35 In both the calculations, a monolayer thickness (0.304
nm) was deﬁned to be half the lattice constant of zinc-blende
CdSe.31 However, these two calculated thickness values are not
consistent with the thickness derived from a TEM study which
showed three monolayers.38 Nevertheless, the diﬀerence can be
attributable to model inaccuracies.
The two theoretical calculations were repeated and
compared with the published experimental data.31,35 In this
regard, Figure 6a shows the calculations for the bandgap
absorption (eV, y axis) versus the thickness of the 2D
nanoplatelets (nm, x axis). The dashed and dotted gray curves
represent the calculation obtained by the parabolic and
multiband eﬀective-mass approximation models, respectively.
The variation from the two models is apparent, particularly
when the thickness is less than 3 nm. Furthermore, the
thicknesses reported by refs 31 and 35 were indicated and
represented by the solid triangular and square symbols,
respectively, for the nanoplatelets exhibiting the ﬁrst exctionic
absorption peaks at 392 nm (3.17 eV), 463 nm (2.68 eV), 512
nm (2.42 eV), and 550 nm (2.25 eV). The thicknesses obtained
and derived by experimental TEM data in ref 38 were
represented by red solid and open star symbols, respectively.
The inset contains a scale expansion for the thicknesses below 3
nm, with the corresponding absorption peak position in
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hexane, exhibited a sharp absorption doublet peaked at ∼432
and ∼460 nm, and again were mainly 0D NCs. We
demonstrated when the aprotic agent acetonitrile CH3CN
was used during puriﬁcation, the 0D NCs remained intact. On
the other hand, when the protic agent EtOH was used, the
formation of 2D wells was observed. We found out that
dispersion storage time also promoted the formation of the 2D
wells. Importantly, the present study suggests that the selfassembly of 0D NCs into 2D wells can be induced by an
appropriate post-treatment. This eﬀect can be exploited to
engineer a targeted morphology for a particular application.
Further study is evidently required regarding the assembly
pathway, in which the thickness of the 2D wells that resulted
seems to be smaller than the diameter of the 0D NCs.
Accordingly, eﬀorts can be directed to control the self-assembly
of the Cd-based 0D NCs. On a side note, there are indications
that prewires and nanorods exhibit a similar absorption
doublet.68−70 These two wire-related and rod-related observations are perhaps not totally surprising, as a possible pathway
for the self-assembly of 0D NCs to 2D NCs may go through
such as the 1D prewires (by the interconnection of 0D NCs).
We are actively studying such a possible pathway. Although not
discussed in detail here, 0D NCs can be somewhat geometrically anisotropic, a property that could provide the basis for
self-assembly of 0D NCs into 2D NCs. The present study
indicates the necessity for a better understanding of why a
sharp absorption doublet occurs for CdSe 0D and their selfassembled 2D NCs. In general, the present study calls for
experimental (including single particle absorption spectroscopy71) and theoretical eﬀorts to more accurately understand how
structure and optical properties are related in the 0D NCs and
their assembled 2D NCs that characteristically exhibit similar
sharp absorption doublets.

wavelength (nm) indicated and the parallel four lines for eye
guidance. The integer numbers 2−8 represent those monolayer
numbers reported by refs 31 and 35, together with those based
on TEM reported by ref 38. Although the triangles are almost
on the dashed line, and the squares on the dotted line, the
reported thickness values (by the triangles and squares) are
notably diﬀerent from the data represented by the solid and
open star symbols.
These diﬀerences could be understood, if we consider the
nature of the corresponding original two models.65,66 First,
spherical particles were addressed originally in the parabolic
model and in the multiband eﬀective-mass approximation
model.65,66 Apparently, deﬁciencies can be generated when
describing 2D systems (owing to the diﬀerence between the
wave functions in 0D and 2D NCs). In the calculation of the
thickness of 2D QWs, the radius of a sphere in the original
parabolic model was simply used for the thickness of the 2D
QWs.31,63 To be consistent with the formation pathway
proposed of the wells,62 the thickness of the wells should be
similar to the diameter of their seeds instead of their radius. For
the multiband eﬀective-mass approximation model, the Kane
parameter Ep describing the coupling between the conduction
and valence bands, was allowed to be somewhat adjustable.35,66
This was to account for the fact that the Ep value for zincblende CdSe was experimentally unavailable.35
Second, the two models were proposed with wave vectors to
determine band structures for relatively large spherical
semiconductors.65,66 The use of wave vectors has limitations
for 0D NCs with 3D quantum conﬁnement as well as for 2D
NCs with 1D quantum conﬁnement. In Figure 6b, the two
calculations on bandgap absorption (eV, y axis) versus dot
diameter (nm, x axis) with the parabolic and the multiband
eﬀective-mass approximation models are contained in the
dashed and dotted gray curves, respectively. Also, the two
empirical equations proposed previously are indicated by the
green and dark-red curves.52,53 They were developed to
describe the relationship between the absorption peak position
and the size of 0D QDs, according to optical absorption and
TEM data. The red solid ball represents our 0D NCs imaged by
TEM in Figures 3 and 4 with the absorption doublet shown in
Figure 3a. The inset is an enlargement for sizes below 3 nm.
The red solid ball seems to sit on the dark-red and green traces,
being away from the dashed and dotted traces. Thus, these two
empirical equations match our experimental data of the 0D
NCs much better than either of the two band models.65,66 The
extension of the two band models to calculate the optical
transition energies for our CdSe small-size 0D QDs appears to
be a stretch. A more in-depth review of the two models31,35 can
be found in the Supporting Information.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have shown that the as-prepared amine-ligand
passivated CdSe NCs (without puriﬁcation), dispersed in either
toluene or hexane, exhibited a sharp absorption doublet peaked
at 453 and 426 nm, and were mainly 0D NCs. However, when
placed in a dispersion containing HDA, both 0D and 2D NCs
were observed under TEM and subsequent dispersion
sonication facilitated the presence of 2D NCs. The underlying
causes for the combined morphological eﬀect of HDA and
sonication are under further exploration; in fact, sonicationinduced self-assembly was reported previously.67 Also, we have
shown that the as-prepared carboxylate-ligand passivated CdSe
NCs (without puriﬁcation), dispersed in either toluene or
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